**From 1991 to 2000:**

* Average $s per student funding of ASU’s peers increased from $6,419 to $8,210.

* Average $s per student funding of Public Pac 10 universities increased from $8,107 to $9,567.

* **The gap** between ASU and the ABOR designated peers increased from $1,596 per student to $2,212 per student, a 39% increase.

* **The gap** between ASU and the Public Pac 10 universities increased from $3,285 per student to $3,569 per student, a 9% increase.

**For Most Recent Data, 1999-2000:**

* ASU ranks 11th out of 15 ABOR public peer institutions (note Rutgers University does not report state appropriations).

* ASU ranks 7th out of 8 Public Pac 10 universities.
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